FISH HABITAT AREA
OUTER BOUNDARY

1. FHA Boundary (Outer Boundary in MGA):
   From the SE corner of Lot 36 on RP1056735 to
   A 504186mE  7081910mN
   B 504200mE  7081905mN
   C 504204mE  7081900mN
   D 504206mE  7081895mN
   E 504186mE  7081890mN
   TO the southern boundary of Laidley at a line running
   across MGA to cover RP90878 & RP90879.

2. FHA Boundary line then from and parallel to the western boundaries
   of lots bounded Noosa River between and including Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 2 on RP90879
   & Lot 1 on RP839039 & Lot 2 on RP839039
   to the SE corner of Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 3 on RP90879.

3. FHA Boundary line then from and parallel to the western side of bridge.
   FHA-051

4. FHA Boundary line then from and parallel to the western boundaries
   of lots bounded Noosa River between and including Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 2 on RP90879
   & Lot 1 on RP839039 & Lot 2 on RP839039
   to the SE corner of Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 3 on RP90879.

5. FHA Boundary line then from and parallel to the western boundaries
   of lots bounded Noosa River between and including Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 2 on RP90879
   & Lot 1 on RP839039 & Lot 2 on RP839039
   to the SE corner of Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 3 on RP90879.

6. FHA Boundary line then from and parallel to the western boundaries
   of lots bounded Noosa River between and including Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 2 on RP90879
   & Lot 1 on RP839039 & Lot 2 on RP839039
   to the SE corner of Lot 1 on RP90878 & Lot 3 on RP90879.
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Plan FHA-051 only shows the outer boundary of the Fish Habitat Area.
For more information contact the Department of Primary Industries and Fisheries. Existing plans for Parks to be
converted for Fish Habitat Area.
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MENTIONED IN FISH HABITAT AREA REGULATIONS 1997

NOOSA RIVER
GREAT SANDY NATIONAL PARK
COOLDLA (Noosa River) RESOURCES PARK

Lake Coolahabba

Boomer Point

Boundary of surveyed natural road.

A line 10 meters from and parallel to seaward boundary of surveyed natural road.

A line extending east across Upper Noosa River (Lat. 26°11' 38.23" South)

A line parallel to road alignment 20m downstream from and within the outer boundary that are excluded. A Management Plan is to be prepared for the Fish Habitat Area.

See the Fisheries Regulations that declares the Fish Habitat Area for areas within the outer boundary that are excluded. A Management Plan is to be prepared for the Fish Habitat Area.